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noun phrase* A suboase of this type of agreement (with case
041 10W-neutralized) is that between subject andoominstive canlement

in equational sentences. The main verb in the vast construction
(historically a participle) shows this agreement with the subject*

gendernumber.ftease genderanumber

Melo dete je bilo dobro* 'The small child was
good,

persom.number

These types of agreement are illustrated by the above SOr* sentence.
Those languages in which the past has no auxiliary Mast Slavic,
ie0 the languages which obligatorily zero the copula iu the preserA

and in those forms of the other languages, where the copula is
zeroed (see below) show gender number agreement (rather then
personanumber) between subject and past verb, e.g0

Russian: Sestri unit 'Sister went army*,

Questions are of two main types; those introducea by a question
worcl(e*g. Rusektci 'who t, gd4 'where, etc.) and those Ithich pose the
choice of alternatives (usually the answer 'yes, or tnot)* Question..
word questions usually maintain the regular word- order, except that
the questimemord, without regard to its function in the sentence,
is placed in sentence.initial position. Alternatively, when the
question ward is not a subjeot9 the normal order (BV) may

sometimes be inverted to (VS), the questionivord remaining of

oourse in initial position. Alternatire questions present a more
comnlex picture, the devices used to express them varying from

language to language. All of the languages know the

Datttrr t7.7ks-2ttc.,7). is elrxressed solely by intonation

,ep "'".54rg.C.,ti:Pr4VA:46:Ve**
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) The minimal full sentence consists of a finite verb form
(tLose endings typicslly give indication of the number and person

of ',the subjeot)0 The verb, 4111 oh serves as the nuoleus, or head,

of he sentence, may optionally he accompanied by a noun (or

pre oun) sabject, noun tor -.pronoun) objects. (or oomplements)

and saverbiel odifiersa .,a., ninor sentence type in aome languages

(Rug :& an, Ukrainiariv litelornssian; Polish and certain Slovak

dial is the ecipt,--itizmal sentence with the verb Ito be t.

e. ,_eted the present tense (regularly in the fire t three
lane :t 'gee 21ar2tiOlried; optional:14r in the latter two)

s=
eug, Russian

rat ocro4d1 motIme-m( is) in the garden°1

"he dorament deelarativ-e sentence order is subject.verb<=

ob;jece'Ic; If the o'Njeet is 43, pronoun; the order is subject.:

objeei;.Arerbe 'h.e noun inflexion of the various Slavic languages

pet .'f3 relative freedom in shifting the uord.cirder, but any

depart:are from the doxinant (or neutral) word...order carzies

vith -14*; special semantic emphases of various kinds, Minor

sentel.me tYPG3 feogo Russian U menj1 jests ntSi 'I hove a knifes)wow

occur iyhich depart from the doninent order, but the most frequent

senter trpes, when semantically neutral, retain it
I.d'ver)s and adverbial. expressi MS (mainly prepositional

phrase :0 v doh modify the :3 entence appear after the object or, iri

some coses before the subject° Short adverbs may also appear

between sul ject and verbs Adverbs modifying adjectives or other

adverb ap-i; ear before the element modified,

I
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The prepositional nhrme consists of a preposition followed

by a noun (or noun 'phrase) .

The noun phrase ban at its minimal element, or head, a

noun (or other nominal wrd such as a pronoun or numeral) and

may be accompanied by modifierso In general, declined modifiers

with agreement to head (adjectives, numerals, so.called denonstrative

and possessive ''pronouns') nrecede the head, while others (nouns

in apposition to the head, 'nouns in genitive or other crises,

relative cleuses adverbial expressions) tend to follow the head.

Among the declined modifiers, the following order prevails:

deictios (demonstratives), possessives, numerals, qualitative

adjectives, Shifts of the foregoing vord..orders do occurs, but

again entail semantic or stylistic modifioationso

The verb phrase consists of a single verb or of a verbal

construction (auxiliary plus rain verb) The auxiliary normally

precedes the main verb and nay be separated from it by intercalated

pronommajects o short adverbs°

The negative particle, when modifying the sentence as 4_
. 2

whole, is always proclitio to the verb* in constructions, it

is proclitic to the auxiliary, except as follows: In Polish it

is proclitic to the main .verb (1..form) in the past construction:

kapierem vs4SOro Je nisam kaoio /I didn't buy00 It Czech

and Slovak, it is proclitic to the main verb if the main verb

is in the 14armo Thus:

Slovak: J8 nom nebol, vr..i Je pima bio, *I vasn'te

Czech: lie koupil bye vs° Polish: 2y by4 nie kupit

Or, V le 1.11,



Russian (plus Ukrainian and Bielorussian) in the conditional
nay have either j a ne 1 by or ja by ne kupil wouldn't buy'
Every one of the Slavic languages have unstressed "particles"
proclitie or enclitic to stressed words° These include in
Russian the conditional -particle and the emphatic particles
to and zee The East Slavic languages seen not to have short
unstressed -pronoun forms ..-the rest and South Slavic ones do,
bid vary in the rigor of the rules governing their used Flora

is probably strictest in this respect, requiring in semantically
neutral context use of the short pronoun, which is normally
enclitio to the first stressed unit of the major segment and in
no ease may begin a major segment., The South Slavic languages
also have short forms of auxiliary verbs and the order a
enclitic forms is strictly regulated° Bulgarian, Vacedonian,
and (with-1'086er frequency) Slovenian however permit short farms
to stand at beginning of the major segment. Thus, liaco Xe se
brican na berber. vac SCr Brijat ciu (Briejatm) se kod berberina.
'I'll get shaved at the barber's; Sieve Si ga videl? vs. SOre Jesi
ga, video? Deli si ge videoi "Did you ace him? ;; Bulg. Ste vi
se obad3 . ss:122.±fle. #1111 get in touch with yoll by telephone.'

Agreement is of Imo major kinds: person-number agreement
between subject and verb (between the head of the noun phrase
and the auxiliary verb, when subject and verb are not ainina1)
and genderontuber-oese (?,ekatioarelanknly if the language .has
case categories) agreement between declined attributes and head in



noun phrase° A sUboase of this type of agreement (with case
adjetWea

neutralized) is that between subject andoominative ctrnlement

in equational sentences° The main verb in the vast construction,:

(historically a participle) shcws this agreement with the Erubjeat°

gendernumber.case genderwauraber

Maio date 3e bib dobro. she small child was
good'

personanumber

These types of agreement are illustrated by the above St sentence.

Those languages in which the past has no auxiliary Nast Slavic,

iee0 the languages which obligatorily zero the copula in the presort)

and in those forms of the other languages, where the copula is

zeroed (see below) show gender number agreement (rather then

personnumber) between subject and past verb, e.ge

Russian: Sestri usla 'Sister went allay.,

Questions are of two main types; those introdacea by a question

word(e4r.. EasktO gd4 'where' etc.) and thosa which pose the

ohoice of alternatives (usually the answer 'yes, or 'nol), Question..

word questions usually naintein the regular word- order, except that

the questingsword, without regard to its function in the sentence,

is placed in sentenceodnitial position° Alternatively, when the

questionaword is not a subjeot the normal order (SV) may

sometimes be inverted to (IrS), the quest/mmo:a remaining of

course in initial position° Alternstire questions present a more

comnlex picture, the devices used to express them varying from

language to language. All of the languages know the

Derilsrr ..:117eby ml.sttc..1 wrysessed solely by intonation
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contour., neutral word order being retained. This appears the

predominant pattern in colloquial Russian: On rabotaet na fabrike?

'Does he work in the factory?' Another pattern involves placing as

enclitic question particle li tifter the item queried (normally the

verb 4". as sentence nucleus unless some special emphasis is

intended); the item with li is then moved to sentence initial
eV

position, other items of the sentence retaining their accustomed

order (this of course usually involves inversion of SV to VS).

Rabotaet 11 on na fabrike? This pattern is the normatively

prescribed one for Russian and Serbo.aroatian, though seemingly

bookish and nonmoolloquial, excepting in special sentence types

(e.g. negative sentences in Russian). In Bulgarian and Nacedonian

it is quite alive in colloquial speech, though Wie rule that the

item to which li is appended shifts to initial positiono is not

as strictly observed as in SerboOroatian and Russian. Macedonian:

Mnogu li e ragno de ima; mai neCalbar? 'Is it very difficult far

you to have a husband who is a migrant worker?' Slovenian has

the li question particle, but it is apparently obsolete in current

usage.

Simple shift of order from SVO to VSO (apparently

usually accompanied by special interrogative intonation contour)

is the normal question type in Czech and Slovak and occnrs in

colloquial Polish and Slovenian, as well. It ocours in colloquial

Serbo- Croatian, but is largely limited to sentences containing

verbal constructions, the shift placing the auxiliary in

initial position, followed by subject (if present) and then

the main verb. Thus: Joel uzeo stun? or mare literarily, with

lit Jeri li uzeo stun? 'Did you take the apartment?'

5
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A widespren4 Slavic pattern for alternative questions is

to in"Toduce the question by a special question indicator, otherwise

retaining the usual word order and intonation contour of statements.
Such question indicators are: Polish Ukrainian .

Bielorussian tsi, Serbo-Croatian deli (colloquial 4111.9,

Slovenian all Slovak ti Bulgarian dial Macedonian dall.
The use of the question introducer in Bulgarian, Macedonian,

Czech and Slovak is however limited, other patterns as mentioned

being predominant.

Incorporated sentences, i.e. sentences serving as constituents
in a larger structure, include direct quotations, indirect questions
and statements, relative clauses, and conditional clauses. Direct
quotations are simply described: they are independent sentences

embodied in a superordinate sentence, usually as an object of a
verb of saying. Indirect question-ward questions likewise are

identical in structure with independent question-word questions,

serving usually as the object of a verb of saying, knowing, thinking
etc. Indirect statements are identical with independent statements,
but are introduced by a special indireot..etatement introducer.
Thus, Russian fito (Ate/ unstressed, in distinction to tit6/ 'what %),
Ukrainian s,- ,,co,,, Bielarussian stag West Slavic is (Polish spelling le),
Serbo-Croatian (and Slovenian) de Bulgarian Oe, Macedonian deka

sac otio Indirect sentences expressing wish, desire, or intention
have, in South Slavic, da as introducer, the das.olause serving also,
in those languages which have lost the infinitive, as replacement
for that form. In Macedonian and Bulgarian intentional sentences

may be strengthened by placing set before the dawclause. In

Slovenian intentional clauses may also be introduced by 4,1,

.4p.,..44t,.L-dAyf..UL `1..eychL



,which is used to form independent hortatory or optative sentences,
In 'lest Slovio such intentional sentences have the conditional
construction and are introduced by a (Polish, Czech, Slovak) o:e.

se (Polish, Slovak) plus the conditional auxiliary. Russian And

Ukrainian introduce them with Russian .ao fits/ or Ukrainiar sco
plus the conditional particle by and Bielorussian by ka.b(i)e

Relative clauses are introduced by relative words WOO

words. which serve as constituents both in the included c.relative)
sentence and in the including, superordinate sentence* Such

words in Slavic are for the most part identical with c,ttestion
words and the word order of relative clauses is that if
question -word questions. A peculiarity of Slavic is that the
relative serving as a noun phrase head in the relative clause
(Ruasian; kal.Aleo, Ukrainian; kabrit, Thelorussian; jak'i,
Polish.; ;kaki, Czech kterf, Slovsk ktorI, Serbo.Cx

Slovenian ye.1s1 ) is identical Idth an adjectives, which, when used

interrogatively means fvhioh(one)1 or 'what kind'. In Bulgarian
and riacedonian, these adjectives have also asetwed the function
of interrogative pronouns Bulgarian kakv; "wha.,11, Bulgarian and

Macedonian 'who'. In Bulgarian, relatives, though othrwise
Wodb

identical in form With question', have suffixed ..to. Thus koj

'which', 'who' (interrogative) kOjto 'who' (relative). In Eacedonian,

similar suffixation of ito is optional. In Slovenian, nost relatives,
though identical in root with the corresponding interroE;ative, have
a suffixed or infixed Thus kdo, kdor 'who', !calm kakor 'how',

kar 'what', kakis, kakiien, 'what kind'. SerboaCroatian,
Bulgarian, and Slovenian also have an undeolined relative which
serves as a noun attribute in the superordinate and a noun
in the relative olausei SCa.c and Bulgarian sto Slovenian ki, thus:
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8Cr. cow to si mu dela kujiga, 'the Ilan to whom, you gave the booku
Qum TOMO ft..................

Slovenian; tovarig, ki sem z na progi 'the comrade with
Whom I worked on the railway* 3ulgarian; kmttit, Ato izabrgame

*the mayor whom we elected* !Tote that when the relative functions

as a nodit-in an oblique case the enclitic pronoun usually occurs,

so that the relative here is actually discontinuous, consisting of
to for ki) pine the appropriate pronoun. Macedonian has a similar

use of sto: fie e toJ ito go &key. *It's not that one whom I expected'.

Colloquial Bulgarian has another undeclined relative do or deto used
in the same way rttp6Ceto, deto ti go did= *the quarter grosohen,
that I gave you'

Conditional sentenoea.

Oompoand sentences expressing conditions (of the type if
(then),......1) present a special type of construction in which
the it.elause is incorporated, presumably as an adverbial modifier (11)

2a
in the result clause. In the case of real conditions, the pattern
is pretty much the same for all of the Slavic languages; a conjunction
lift introduces the ifftalau.ses, the result clause nay, or more frequently,
does not have any special introducer. Ordinary verb forms are used
depending on time reference. In the case of unreal conditions .there
is considerable diversity. In the East Slavic languages the pattern
is simple. The same conjunction tiff is used as in real conditions,
but both the ifolause and result clause have the verb in the
bzeoonstruotion (by plus latorm, in Russian, alternatively, biz plus
infinitive) . In unreal conditions. the colloquial versions of East
Slavic do not apparently make tense distinctions, i.e. present and
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past unreal conditions are not differentiated by verb form.
Literary Ukrainian and Bielorussian (and somewhat archaic Russian)
do have however a construction consisting of tit plus leform of the
verb 'to bet plus limform of the main verb which may be used in both
Clauses of past unreal conditions.

East Slavic real and unreal conditions are illustrated in
the following tablet
Oon_ditional in East Slavic

real: (then) unreal: if... by.. (then).... by
(pluperfect 12,111 rare in Bielorussian,
Russian; not col. in Ukrainian)-.

RuSsians

E0All OR patioTaeT as Uldpuxe,

(To) XRBiT B ropoike.

Bielorussians

Kant. 6 pauye Y tadpugm,

saAa-ia 2W38 § ammo.
Ukrainian:

Snap pis npagme a Oadpagi,

TO Bill 2338 B MiOTI.

'If he works in the factory,

(then) he lives in town'

Ecum Oti pa6oTan sa Oadpnas

XIX da B ropoAe.

Rani 6 ea apagazair9 Y Oa6Platig

TO mai 6bi y uecsue.

Mao 6 ain upatmnas y Oadpuni,

TO sin 2MB du B MICTi.

.*If he worked in the factory,

(then) he Id live in town. I

In vest Slavic, as in East unreal conditions have
the conditional construction-in both ita and resultmelausese
In Polish and Czech the conditional auxiliary is a declined
verb form; in Slovak it is a particle U. atm:visaed in the
first and second persons by the anomalous present of *be.
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lest Slavic differs from Bast Slavic in that 'if' in real
conditions may be expressed by a different word from that used in

unreal conditions, Colloquial Czech and Polish, like Bast Slavic,

neutralize the tense distinction in unreal conditions° Slovak

(literary usage only?) .distinguishes past and present unreal

conditions°

Vest Slavic conditional usage is illustrated in the following
examples:

Polish
real conditions: jetieli (sometimes gdy)....., to
Teetieli man to ksiail%, to ei ja.poiyozga

creielibym mial t ksieftc, poiyczylbym et Ns. (also gdybym and jakbyti)

or pozycze of jr%

If I should have this book, I would (will) lend it to you°
(future condition)

unreal conditions: gdy 4. by -a ....,
or

jak f

Gdybym alai VI ksigzkq, pozyozylbym ol Jos.

If I had that book, I'd lend.it.to you.. .

(or had hed...... .would have)
Czech

real conditions: kdyili, Jeatli (ie)
Kdy budeme dohtie pracovati, budeme dobile zXti

(or Jestli(ie) budcme...., or Bademel44,#)

'If we 'work well, we'll live well

"1



unitgal conditions: kdysconditional .conditional
Mybychom melt oes, Sli bychom do divadla.

Mr we had the time, we'd go to the theater.*
Slovak

real: _gait skis, kedv#
Ak prechiadnete, budete vi trpiet t, a rd .k

'If you catch cold, you'll suffer and no one else.'
unreal: ke+by 1-forzla., by4l -form

(pres.) Keby je ma/ pole, tie by robil
'If he had a field, then hed work..

(vast) On by bol zplakal, keby as nehanbil Plartinka

tile would have started to cry, if he hadn't felt shame
on account of Martinek.

theThe infinitive may substitute for the conditional inelf-clauses
da by ho bol spalil, nebyt tvojej prosby

I/ would have burned it, were it not for your request.*
The a particle is unchanging in Slovak as in East Slavic and
colloquial Serbo- Croatian.

South Slavic presents the greatest diversity in its
conditional sentences has in /many other structural fectures)0

Slovenian uses Se (also da or ako)for tiff in real.
conditions. In unreal conditions there are two main patterns.

.0ne uses ko or da as fife and requires the conditional
construction in both if.clause and result clause. Present
unreel conditions have as conditional oonstruation the bi
particle plus the 1form of the verb to bet plus tin 1..furm

11



of the main verb. The other pattern for unreal conditions uses
da as 'if' end is identical with the Principle pattern for
Serbo-Croatian unreal conditions described below()

Slovenian

real conditions: Ce(C)e, ako, da, dale, sario de)
v
Oe bo suga, bo slabs letina. If there's a drought, there'll

Cv

be a poor harvest,
e se bon zdaj pridno u6ii, 'con se izdelal.

If I study industriously now, I'll still pass.
v
Ce bi se zdaj pridno uBil, bi se izdelal.

If he studies industriously now, he'll still pass.
unreal conditions: Rijn (6 excluded)

KO bi pri3atelj imel denar, bi ti pomagal,
pres. 'If (your) friend had money, he'd help you.'

Da imam, bi ti dal,

'If I had, I'd give (it) to you.*
Da bi mama vedeli za to, bi se bridko zjokalio

'If mamma knew about that, she'd weep bitterly.*

Ito bi bil inel dinar, bi bil knjigo kupil.
'If I'd had the noney, I'd have bought the book,'

vast. De ni bibs tebe, bi se bi3. utopil.
'If it hadn't been for you, he'd have drowned.'

BerboOroatian uses ako as 'if' in real conditions,
The vrinciple pattern for unreal conditions uses a da-olause
as ifwelautie. Only the result clause contains a conditional
construction and in this clause tense distinction is neutralized.
In present unreal conditions, the dasalause has the verb in the
present. In past unreal conditions the daolause has the verb
in the past construction,' An alternative pattern for present



unreal conditions. uses ako as ?if' with conditional comeitraction

in both if and result clauses,
examples:

SerboCroatian

real' conditions:

Ako bude susa, bicSe sleba getvao

there's a drought, there'll be 'a poor harvest.*
Ako radi u fabrieit u gradu.

'if he works in -she factory, he lives in town.'
unreal conditions: de...., beinaptier4 or ako

bifliform
radi 12 fabricit on bi give° u gradu.

112 he worked in the factory, held live in town.'
Da je radio u fabrici, on bi tiivio u graft.

tif he had worked in the factory, he'd have lived in town.*
.Ako bi on xivio u gradu, on bi radio .0 fabrici.

af_ he liv6d in town, he'd work in the factory.'

Bulgarian uses aka for tiff in real conditions. Unreal

conditions are expressed by ako or da as 'if' with the past
tense or pout construction in the if.clause and with the past
tense of the verb sot /sit.. *will' plus a de-clause in the result.
clause. Tense distinction in unreal conditions is apparently
neutralized.

Bulgarian is the only Slavic language which does not use a
conditional construction based on by. in unreal conditions.
Bulgarian has such a construction, but uses it only in attenuated
statements.



Sulaurian

real conditions: ako.....,....
Ako iskate nigto v pavege, obadets rd.

'If you want sonething else, let as know.'
unreal conditions:
ako + a past tense, a past tense of xotAe 4. daolause
da

Da maex, itjix da c po dobre.

Ilf I were able, rd learn better.:
4
Stj;xme da se sagubim, ako ne sniterme piftst.

*Feld get lost, if ue didn't know the may° 11

In :Macedonian real conditions are expressed by sko tiff followed
by an appropriate tense except that future real conditions will
have the verb in the nresent or in the conditconal construction
(bi latorm). Alternatively, in future real conditions, the
if clause nay have da lift plus perfective present* The result
clause ray have any tense ap-zopriate to the tine reference or,
in future real conditions, nay have the conditional construction.
Unreal conditions may show one of three construction types t
(a)neutralizes tine reference (i.e0 it may refer either to present or
past unreal conditions); in it the if...clangs shows ako or da with
verb in the imperfect, the result clause will have fi plus imperfect
or bi plus 1-.farm, (b) refers only to present unreal conditions and
has da plus imperfective present in the Ifdpolause en he result
clause either one of the constructions listed far the result clause
of (a) above or the future construction or imperfective present,
(o) refers strictly to past unreal conditions and shows a pluperfect
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construction (imperfective past tense of 'be' pins lform) in the

ifftclause and le plus inperfeot in the result clause.

Macedonian

real:

(present) Ako se podmeti zbirnite itenki, togas prirokot ide vo nnolimao

'If the subjeots are collective nouns, then the predicate

goes into the plural.'

(future)

bi bil(2) bi dosol

rerko a (2) vo gredot, fie dojde (except with vo gradot
3,4)

bide(3) j doaga (except with 2)

da bide (4)

If rEirk's in the city, helli cone visit us.'

unreal:

(tense neutralised)

v

lrerko ako bees vo gradott e dojdelie kaj nas

bi doiiol kaj nas

do4a4 kaj nas

'If Nark hed been in the city he ( Id havel cone to visit us.

were

da

c'd
(present)

Marko da e vo gradot, 1e dojdelle kaj nas

bi doiol kaj nee

'mac dojde kaj nas

doatPa kaj nas

'If Mark were in the city, he'd come to visit us.
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The Slavic languages can be divideCinto two major typological

groups, the Balkan and the non - Balkan. The Balkan group is

marked by a number of morphosyntactio traits apparently acquired

by linguistic difiNtsion from non-Slavic forms of speech and shared

with non-Slavic neighboring lingueges in first line with Albanian

and MacedoRumanian, to a lesser extent with Modern Greek and Deco-
'3

Rumanian. The Balkan features ere drastic reduction ar total loss

of case distinctions in the noun, development of an enclitic definite

article suffixed to the first elenent of the noun phrase, reduplication

of pronoun objects (the object occurring once in enclitic form, once

in stress bearing firm or a noun), loss of infinitive and its

replacement by a phrase consisting of the present tense of the verb

introduced by the optative particle (da in the case of the Slavic

languages), formation of the future construction either with a short

enclitic auxiliary derived fron a verb meaning 'to wish' or with a future

particle (derived from the same verb) followed by the present tense of

the rain verb. Balkan Slavic languages also retain the imperfective and

perfective past tenses (traditionally called imperfect and aarielost

elsewhere since the Middle Ages or before, except in Lusatian) and use

the constructions with the main verb in the 1-form (which elsewhere

have taken over the functions of the past tense) for resultntive and

quotetive *pasts. Macedonian and Bulgarian show a number of verbal

constructions (conditionals, perfects, quotatives, etc.) not found in

the non-Balkan languages. Maoedonian and Bulgarian are the Balkan

Slavic languages mremakom Serbo-Croatian shows some Balkan

features, which increase in the Serbo-Croatian speech area as one moves*

South and Eastward until a broad band of dialects in southern and

eastern Serbia shows all or most of them. Standard Serbo4roatian
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shows reduction of the case syste:- in the noun (historically a result
of arse syneretiemi), but not its loss as in Bulgarian end ilacedonian,
use of the future auxiliary' from tto wish' (but not its reduction to a
particle as in Macedonian and Bulgarian) and retention of irinerfeett and
aorist; however, they have disanneared from the colloquial spoken

prirarilystandard, exceptingfor the aorist which survives in eastern (Serbian)-
usages. There is also considerable diminution of use of the
infinitive (involving replacement by the above described daisclause) in
the Serbian, variety of Serbo.Croatiane . Slightly substandard Belgrade
sneech shows loss of da in the future construction (a step in the way
to the particle future) and some reduplication of pronoun objects
(influence of imigrants to the capital from Macedonia or southern
and eastern Serbia?)0

4.0 Grarnatical categories characterising nominal words (nouns,
i.e. substantives, adjectives, numerals and prcnouns) in Slavic are:
number 40- All the languages distinguish singular and plural* Slovenian

and Lusatian distinguish dual number as wells In Serbo..Croatien
a vestige of the dual remains in the nasouline and neuter
adjectives after the numerals two, three, four, while Bulgarian
and Ilacedenian possess a special quantified form of plural
in masculine nounso

gender (masculine, neuter, and feminine; in the noun signaled only
partially morphologically, though all nouns effect gender
selection in terms of adjectives which modify them; pronouns
show render distinction only in the third person pronouns,

4not in first or second person or interrogative pronouns ;
numerals show gender only residually, in the word ttvoi).

In a number of the Iarguages (Russian, Ukrainian,
li:acedonlan, Bulgarian, oaloquial Czech)
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gender distinction is lost altogether in the plural.

animate /inanimate all the Slavic languages have this distinction

Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian and Czech show it in the masculine

singular (genitive and accusative identical for animate;

nominative and accusative for inanimate), Czech extends

the same distinction (reinforced by morphophonemic alternation)

to masculine plurals, while Russian, Ukrainian and

Bielorussian have it in masculine singular and all plurals;

Polish and Slovak have the distillation in masculine singular

and in the plural contrast masculine personal with all

nonmasculine/nowipersonalo Polish and Bulgarian also have

special forms of the numeral for masculine personal as opposbd

to non-masoulina/nonpersonalo Macedonian has a set of special

perscmal numerals, as opposed to non-personal numerals

One 41 Vatedonian and Bulgarian have (except for the vocative)

totally lost the category of case from noun and adjective,

retaining it only in .pronouuse The dative and genitive

have been replaced by a rihrese vith the prenosition na,

nominative and accusative 'with the noun alone and other oases

with various prepositional phrases* Partial or total syncretism

of dative and genitive (also reflected in Macedon/any

Bulgarian, and Serbo-Croatian by use of the short dative

pronoun to indicate lo session, e.g* Serbo-Croatian brat mu

This brother') and of noninative and accusative is a typical

Balkan linguistic trait, Of the inherited Slavic cases

(vocative, nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, locative,

and instrumental), the vocative has virtually disappeared in

Russian, bloveni an, and Slovak, is restricted to masculine
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nours in Bielorussian and is weakening (tends to be replaced
by the nominative) in a number of the others (e.g. Serboo
Croatian). The remaining cases are well preserved in the
nouns of the Slavic languages, except for the serina3kan
SerbowOroatian which has amalgamated datives locative and
instrumental in the plural and in the singular has (in
colloquial speech) virtually eliminated the distinction
(prosodic only, even in normative usage) .between the dative
and locative° Czech, because of sound changes peculiar
to it, shows considerable syncretism of case forma in
historically soft stems end more syncretism in the colloquial
then in the literary language°. In the adjective, case
syncretism tends in all the Slavic languages to appear to
a slightly greater extent then in the noun.

5.0 The Slavii verb is characterized by the category of aspect,
perfective vs. imperfective° :Perfective, the marked category,

implies that the action of the verb is somehow delimited as a
unit in time, particularly inasfar as its completion or termination

5
is concerned. The imperfeetiye, on the other hand, is nono
committal concerning the beginning or completion of the action
signaled and typically, if it possesses a perfective partner,
implies ongoing action, aotionoinoprooess.

Mambo logically the Slavic verb has as minimal constituents
a stem and inflectional suffixes (tense formants and endings) .

The minimel stem is a root morpheme; optional affixes include:
prefixes and stem - suffixes, the latter including thematic vowels
and preothematio suffixes.
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prefix root pre...thematic thematic inflexional
suffix vowel suffixes

Rua: na pie a «1 soi *they wrote'

Czech: vy boJ ov a ti tto win

by fighting'

'lost simple verbs, that is, whose stems contain only a root or a
root -plus thematic vowel, are imperfective, though a small number

of simple. verbs are verfeotivec, Usually, a simple imperfective
verb will form the basis for a verb family, having one or more

perfectives derived from it by the addition of prefixes Typically,
one of the prefixed perfeetives serves semantically as a counterpart
to the simple verb (with only such additional meaning as perfective
implies) while the others involve various related meanings Minor

patterns of perfectivization of simple verbs include change of
thematic vowel (usually a to i) or addition of the pre«thematic
suffix i-nev (the vowel is usually the reflex of Common Slavic
o1T, in most of the languages u) Prom prefixed perfectives there
are typically derived in turn'irrperfective counterparts by the
addition of stem suffixes (usually «Vv., or «a«).

Many Slavic verbs retain the same stem in all :tarns, but a

very considerable portion show stem alternation, typically between
an infinitive stem (the basis for the infinitive, aorist, lftform,
and past participles) and a present stem (the basis for the presents
imperative, and present participles). Such alternation usually
involves alternation of thematic vowels (including replacement of

-bheriatio vowel by zero) c though other morphophonemic ohenges may be
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involved in a smaller number 'of verbio

The categories of the verb involve person and number

of the subject (morphologically marked in finite verb forms).

The verb paradigm includes finite and non-finite forms; a subset

of the latter are the quasi-verb forms. Finite verb forms, i.e.
by definition those which express the category of person and number,.

are Ilresent (better "non-past", but the -traditional term is here
retrainee), imperative (very limited expression of person, usually
only the contrast of first and second persons in the plural,
second person alone with no contrast in the singular), imperfect
and aorist (the latter two, of course, are lacking in most of the
Slavic languages). The infinitive (when occurring) is a non-finite

form. Quasi-verbal forms are those which express grammatical

categories and/or fulfill syntactic functions of morphosyntactic
classes other than verbs. Such are nominal quasi-verbal (participle

1-forma verbal noun) and adverbial quasi-verbal farms (gerunds).

The category of tense is neutralized in the imperative,

inrInitive, and verbal noun. Tense contrasts are between past

(past participles and gerunds, 1-form; aorist «M i.e. perfective
past, and imperfect -41. Jae* iraperfective past) and non-past, which

latter may be subdivided into present and future. As stated above,

the Balkan languages (Macedonian, Bulgarian andi"in part, Serbo-

Croatian) retain the fii4ite..past verbal forms; the reraeining
languages have lost them. Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, and the West

Slavic languages express past tense with a construction consisting

of the short present forms of "to be" plus the 1.forn (Czech, Slovak
and Polish regularly zero the "be" auxiliary in the third person),
East Slavic, which zeroes the verb "be" in the present tense, uses
the 14orm alone (but with gender-number, i.e. nominal, rather than
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personcumber, foe* verbal, agreement) to express past tense°

To errress future tense, Tkist and West Slavic use the

finite present ( "non past ") forms for tbs Perfective future and

a construction consisting of regular non past forms of the verb

"to be" plus the infinitive (alternatively the 1-form in Polish)
6 .

for the imperfective future, The South Slavic la z°:un ryes use the

sane constructions for the future of both perfective and imperfective

verbso Slovenian uses a short form of the regular non-past of "to be"
plus the 14forrao -Serbo-Croatian, as previously nentioned, uses a

construction consisting of- the short farms of the verb "to want"

plus either a de-clause with verb in the present tense or the
infinitive° Bulgarian and liacedonian form the future by prefixing

an unchanging particle derived from the verb *to want* to the

present tense°
A conditional construction is formed by combination of the

l -form either with a special declined auxiliary, historically
based on the infinitive sten of the verb "to be" (. lolish, Czechs

Bulgarian, literary Serbo-Croatian) or with an unchanging particle

derived from the same stem (Russian, Bielorussian,

Slovenian, Macedonian, Serbo.eroatian) or anomalous

present of "to be" plus lfarm plus unchanging purtiex (Slovak,

Macedonian alternate coLatruction)1 Macedonian end 7Allgariartaaso

have alternate conditional constructions made by r.refixing the

future particle to the perfective or (?) imperfeative past

Macedonian and Bulgarian, the :Balkan languages oar,.....easellen.9e

show, as mentioned in 300 above, a florescence of verbal categories,

expressed for the most part by constructions, not found in the
remaining Slavic languageso
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Footnotes

1
In many of the Slavic languages, numerals in noninctive

or accusative case function as phrase head with accorTulnying noun as

attribute in the genitive. If such a phrase is shifted to another
case, the noun becomes the phrase head and the numeral agrees

with it in case. In other Slavic tongues, the numerals are

pure adjectives.
2

It immediately precedes the verb in all the languages but

Bulgarian and Macedonian where enclitic pronoun objects may be

intercalated between the negative pronoun and the verbs Thus

Macedonian Ne go vidovso vs, Serbo-Croatian lie 'I didn't
see hint. In acedonian and lulrerian ne precedes the future
particle fe, ate, but the negative future is more usually expressed
by nena, L a i a l L a p l u s a da-olause. P A l g a r i a n aj n

'He won't comet.

2a
Information given here on conditional sentences for East Slavic,

Polish, and Serbo-Croatian derives frora my contacts with native

speakers; for Czech fro lair,uage textbooks' for Slovrik from

Orlovsky AlimorlLisl tai aenti °lava, 1959; for Slovenian from
Bajec, Kolarik and Rape]. Slovenska Slovnical Ljubljana 1956;
for Macedonian from Zo Golqb, "Syntactic Redundrance" StJ 1.1b 8:3741;

for Bulgarian from 00TO Hodge, 211.131su arks Basic Course Washington
1961.

3
Other varieties of Slavic than the Balkan, have, of course,

undergone foreign influences, though with less striking effects on
their struotureo Czech and Slovenian have been heavily affected
in vocabulary (loans and loan-translations) as well as to sane
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extent in phraseology, syntax, and, far Czech, in phonology, by

German, while Russian (and East Slavic in general) may have been

influenced in syntax by Finnic .and Turkic languagesu

4
Demonstratives, possessives and certain other modifiers,

traditionally classed as pronouns, are here regarded as adjectives.
Only interrogative pronouns (Russian ti, ea) and the personal
pronouns are here regarded as true pronouns. The word one is
likewise grammatically classed as an adjective, rather than a numeral,

5
In the so.oalled inceptive verbs, it is, of course, the

oomnletion of the beginning or inception of the action which
is signalled,
6

The verb "to be" has a double set of present forms. One,

morphologically anomalous (and vestigial in Rest Slavic, vhere
the copula is zeroed) serves as Vie normal copula. The other,
morphologically regular, expresses future (and often perfective)
meaning.


